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Abstract. Previous work has shown that pseudo relevance feedback
(PRF) can be effective for cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR).
This research was primarily based on corpora such as news articles that
are written using relatively formal language. In this paper, we revisit the
problem of CLIR with a focus on the problems that arise with informal
text, such as blogs and forums. To address the problem of the two major
sources of “noisy” text, namely translation and the informal nature of
the documents, we propose to select between inter- and intra-language
PRF, based on the properties of the language of the query and corpora
being searched. Experimental results show that this approach can significantly outperform state-of-the-art results reported for monolingual
and cross-lingual environments. Further analysis indicates that interlanguage PRF is particularly helpful for queries with poor translation
quality. Intra-language PRF is more useful for high-quality translated
queries as it reduces the impact of any potential translation errors in
documents.
Keywords: Informal text, discussion forum, cross-language information
retrieval, pseudo-relevance feedback
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Introduction

The task of cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) attempts to bridge the
mismatch between source and target languages using approaches such as query
and document translation. Previous techniques [1][31] addressed CLIR using different benchmark collections1 that are written with relatively formal language
(e.g., news articles). There are, however, many applications that involve relatively informal language. Social sites like discussion forums often contain slang
or abbreviations that will result in frequent translation errors. Effective CLIR
for this type of data may require modifications to the existing techniques.
Informal text poses several problems for machine translation (MT). It is likely
that both document and query translations contain a significant proportion of
mistranslated and untranslated terms. An example query from our data set is:
“What are people saying about real-name tweeting registration that was imposed
1

CLEF and NTCIR are two examples.
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on March 16th 2012 in China” in source language English. The term tweeting
was translated into 啁啾 (chirping) in the target language, Chinese. The cause
of this mistranslation lies in the parallel collection used to train the MT engine,
where the only instances of tweeting referred to birds chirping. Similarly, correct
document translation is complicated by the creativity of social site users. For
example, 微博 (Weibo) is often written as 围脖 (surrounding neck) in forum
documents. This is an amusing pun because the pronunciation of both terms is
identical in Chinese. These types of noise, in addition to the noise produced by
translation errors, can easily result in significant topic drift in translated queries
and collections.
In this paper, we explore techniques to improve CLIR for a collection of
informal text. We propose a new technique based on feature-driven cross-lingual
pseudo relevance feedback that expands translated queries with intra-language
or inter-language feedback terms. Given source queries Qs and target corpus Ct
as input, both query and document translation are performed to generate the
translated QT (s) and CT (t) . We propose to use inter- and intra-language PRF
to reduce noise produced by poor query and document translation, respectively.
Intra-language PRF extracts terms from top ranked documents in Ct retrieved
by QT (s) . This type of feedback helps to mitigate any drop in performance due
to poor document translations. For poorly translated queries, we consider the
opportunity of recovering semantics from PRF performed on source language.
Accordingly, inter-language PRF first retrieves documents in CT (t) using Qs ,
based on which it then locates the aligned documents in Ct and extracts feedback
terms. For example, despite tweeting being translated to chirping, retrieval on
the source corpus is able to discover documents discussing real-name registration.
We may recover the lost term, tweeting, by locating their parallel documents in
the target language and directly extracting terms from these documents.
We evaluate existing techniques and our selective PRF model using a recently
created collection of web forum posts. Test queries were manually created and
associated relevant posts were judged using a pooling technique across multiple
retrieval techniques. We explore the language pair English and Chinese2 . Our aim
is to select between intra- and inter-language PRF for each query. Experimental
results show that this selective PRF model can significantly improve retrieval
performance over several monolingual and cross-lingual baselines.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work on CLIR and PRF. Section 3 describes the proposed approach. We show
the evaluation results in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Figure 1 provides an overview of CLIR approaches that have been studied. For
clarity, we denote the languages used in original query and document collection
respectively as L1 and L2 . Thus the translated query and document would be
2

The crawled forum data is Chinese, the queries are posed in English, and documents
were judged in Chinese.
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generated in languages L2 and L1 . Query translation [5][27] is one of the most
common methods of bridging the language gap. This approach first translates
the original topics into L2 , performs monolingual retrieval on the languagecompatible index, and produces a single ranked list of documents. Alternatively, document translation [3][15] translates the original document collection
into topic language L1 and the original queries are used for retrieval. Hybrid
approaches [6] consider both query and document translation. As a retrieval
system generates a final single ranked list, approaches that conduct multiple retrieval runs need to merge lists using fusion techniques [9][18][25]. Gey et al [11]
proposed bypassing the merge process by building a single index that contains
documents in all languages and concatenating a source query with all language
translations as a new query. Chen et al [5], however, showed that the combined
approach is empirically less effective than the query translation approach. Studies have also been conducted on different translation techniques [23][33].
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Fig. 1: An overview of related work on
CLIR.
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Fig. 2: An overview of the proposed approach.

The practice of PRF has been effectively applied in various monolingual and
cross-lingual IR environments. For monolingual retrieval, a number of approaches
[16][29][32] have been proposed to improve the performance and robustness of
PRF. Metzler et al. [21] proposed a feature-based approach, latent concept expansion, to model term dependencies. For cross-lingual settings, PRF can be
applied in different retrieval stages of pre-translation, post-translation [25] and
the combination of both [1][19][26]. Chen and Gey [6] further demonstrated that
rank fusion of returned lists obtained from L1 and L2 is able to improve retrieval
performance in most circumstances. In addition to expanding queries, as shown
at the top of Figure 1, He and Wu [13] used PRF to enhance query translation
by adjusting translation probabilities and resolving out-of-vocabulary terms.
Recent research has shown that monolingual retrieval performance can be
improved by the use of another assisting language. Chinnakotla et al [7] used
a second language to improve the performance of PRF based on a framework
“MultiPRF”. Similarly, Na and Ng [22] proposed translating documents into an
auxiliary language which then served as a semantically enhanced representation
for supplementing the original bag of words.

4
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OUR APPROACH

Query expansion using PRF provides a method for automatic local analysis
[30]. A typical instantiation is to retrieve an initial set of documents with the
original query, assume the top retrieved documents are relevant, and expand the
original query with the significant terms extracted from those pseudo-relevant
documents. The newly constructed query is used to retrieve the final result.
Although PRF has been shown to be helpful for CLIR [1], it is not clear
how effective PRF can be for a collection of informal text and its associated
queries. Queries of different characteristics may benefit differently from different
feedback techniques. In particular, when query translation quality is poor, we
hypothesize that inter-language PRF is more useful, considering the tweeting
example in Section 1. On the other hand, intra-language PRF can be more helpful
when query translation quality is good as it reduces the impact of any potential
translation errors in documents. Document translation errors can happen often,
particularly in a collection of informal text. For example, for the query How
should I maintain a car?, we identify some documents losing relevance because 汽
车的脚, meaning “feet” of a car, was used to refer to tires of a car in Chinese. Yet
it has nothing to do with car tires after it is translated into motor vehicles of feet.
Translation of named entities can also cause problems in translated documents.
For example, 富士康 (Foxconn) is translated into fuji kang in our system.
Noting that queries can benefit differently from different types of PRF, we
propose to select between inter- and intra-language PRF for each individual
query, as opposed to previous work that mostly focused on applying the same
technique to all query instances. Figure 2 provides a high level overview of our
approach. In the following, we denote a user-issued query as QL1 in source language L1 and the aim is to retrieve a set of documents from corpus CL2 in target
language L2 . Query and document translations are performed to generate QL2
and CL1 resulting in a bilingual dataset.
3.1

Intra-language and Inter-language PRF

Intra-language PRF is an implementation of PRF using only the target language
L2 . The translated queries QL2 are issued against the target language index
IL2 of the collection CL2 . The set of pseudo relevance feedback terms are then
extracted from the top ranked documents. Metzler and Croft [21] further proposed Latent Concept Expansion (LCE) that models term dependencies during
expansion and have showed significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness.
The terminology, intra-language PRF (intra-PRF), is used to indicate that other
language, L1 , is not used in the process, as shown in the right part of Figure 2.
Inter-language PRF (inter-PRF) modifies the PRF framework to use the
translated collection. We construct inter-PRF by first retrieving documents from
the translated corpus CL1 using source queries QL1 , as shown in the left part
of Figure 2. One difference from intra-PRF is that the retrieved documents are
now written in source language L1 , meaning that the feedback terms cannot be
directly compared against target language index IL2 . We therefore locate the
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target language documents aligned with the retrieved set and extract significant terms directly from those documents in CL2 . These terms are then used to
expand the translated query, QL2 , for the second retrieval pass.
3.2

Selecting between Intra-PRF and Inter-PRF

Another contribution of this paper is to compare the relative utility of these different feedback techniques and properly integrate them together. We hypothesize
that inter-PRF is more helpful for queries that are malformed due to poor query
translation. Meanwhile, intra-PRF is better for correctly translated queries and
can compensate for document translation errors. To combine relevance signals
from inter- and intra-PRF, we formulate the problem as a classification task,
such that either intra-PRF or inter-PRF is selected as feedback to the input
query using a per-query basis.
To integrate the two sets of PRF terms, we propose to estimate the
P weights
{φi } that assess the importance of each component, constrained by i φi = 1
and φi ≥ 0, into the retrieval model as shown in Equation 1:
sc(Q, D) = θ · gq (Q, D) + θ̄ · gp (P RF, D)
X
= θ · gq (Q, D) + θ̄ ·
φi · gp (P RFi , D)

(1)

i∈{intra,
inter}

In Equation 1, gq (·) and gp (·) are retrieval functions taking query or feedback
terms as input, based on which the functions search the index and produce
relevance scores. Parameter θ ∈ [0, 1] controls the belief in relevance estimators
and θ̄ = 1−θ. For brevity, Q denotes a query in target language L2 , and P RFintra
and P RFinter respectively represent the set of corresponding PRF terms.
We further need to estimate the weights {φi } guiding the model to incorporate PRF terms either from the intra- or inter-language method. Given a retrieval
performance metric m(.), we can represent the effectiveness of a query with PRF
by m(Q, P RFintra ) or m(Q, P RFinter ). We then define the relative effectiveness
of using intra- and inter-PRF as m̂ = m(q, P RFintra ) − m(q, P RFinter ). Intuitively, a query is more suited to intra-PRF if m̂ is positive while inter-PRF is
more suitable if m̂ is negative. A classification decision is then naturally guided
by the sign function sign(m̂) where labels +1 and −1 respectively stand for the
choice of intra- and inter-PRF. Supposing a classifier c is established based on
sign(m̂), we use a binary belief estimator 1c that takes the predicted results
from c as input and outputs a binary value 0 when c = −1 or 1 when c = +1.
Replacing {φi } in Equation 1 with output of indicator function 1c we can obtain
a rigidly-classified retrieval model.
In addition, we can estimate {φi } probabilistically such that the estimation
would alleviate the penalty of binary mis-classification. Specifically, we transform
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) prediction results into posterior probabilities
[10][24], and incorporate these probabilities into the retrieval model indicating
the importance of each PRF set. Alternatively, the hyper-parameter learning
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framework proposed [2] could be used for learning the cross-lingual weights. We
leave this as future work.
The retrieval functions gq (·, ·) and gp (·, ·) can be modeled using a wide variety of methods. Metzler and Croft [20] proposed an effective family of retrieval
models using Markov Random Field (MRF) for term dependency modeling. This
approach has consistently outperformed bag-of-words retrieval models. We use
the Sequential Dependency Model (SDM) [20], an instantiation of the MRF
model, to compute gq (Q, D) for a query Q and a document D. For PRF terms,
we adopt unigram query likelihood to compute gp (·, ·) as dependency between
feedback terms is less likely to improve effectiveness.
3.3

Features

The feature set, consisting a total number of 42 features, is used to select between
intra- and inter-PRF for each query.
We compute the number of nouns, verbs, and named entities in QL1 and
QL2 . The degree of conformity between these statistical distributions can be
good indicators about how well the syntactic structure and semantics have been
retained after the translation process.
He and Ounis [12] proposed using pre-retrieval predictors for inferring query
performance. For a query predicted to have high performance, using PRF from
the same side of language could be more effective than that of another side. We
adopt the simplified query clarity score (SCS) and query scope (QS) from [12]
to characterize both QL1 and QL2 . More details can be found in [12].
We compute the collection frequency and inverse document frequency of each
query term ti ∈ QL1 and ti ∈ QL2 . We then generate the features by taking the
minimum, maximum, and average frequencies among the results of each language
respectively. We additionally include the standard deviation and the max min
ratio of idf as features as in [12]. Features based on the query length of QL1 and
QL2 are included to provide an estimate of the length variation after translation.
Intuitively, for a query, if the retrieved document set for each language is
similar, the translation quality for both the query and the document set is likely
to be high. Accordingly, we compute the intersection of the retrieved document
ranked lists produced by QL1 → CL1 and QL2 → CL2 at ranks 10, 100, 500, and
1000. More sophisticated post-retrieval predictors such as [8][14] can be used.
We consider the degree of collection coherence between query terms and feedback terms. Denoting a feedback term for a query Q as zi and a query term as
tj , we compute Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between the pairwise combinations of zi and tj for query instance Q. PMI provides a semantic similarity
measure that sorts lists of important neighbor words from a large corpus.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experimental Setup and Dataset

Document Set: All of our experiments are conducted over a collection of Chinese (L2 ) language forum posts. All posts were translated into English (L1 ) using
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state-of-the-art machine translation techniques, as part of the Broad Operational
Language Technology project (BOLT) 3 . The original data set of 287,783 threads
was collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)4 . Threads may contain
multiple posts. By splitting the threads into posts, we obtain 2,416,869 posts
(documents). The dataset spans a wide range of discussions and documents with
informal language are prevalent across the entire collection.
Query and Relevance Judgments: We manually constructed 50 natural
language English queries Qen and aim to retrieve documents from the Chinese
forum collection. With forum posts being the search target, we created queries
that request suggestions or opinions on current events/topics that are common in
social media such as discussion forums. We generated relevance judgments based
on a three level assessment {0, 1, 2}, representing non-relevant, partially relevant
and relevant. The judgments were done by two bilingual assessors and a document is assigned the maximum relevance level of the two. Relevance judgments
were collected using a pooling method based on multiple well-known retrieval
approaches. A total number of 2,495 judged documents were collected (49.9
posts/query), among which 1,072 were judged relevant (21.44 posts/query). The
ratio of the number of relevant documents to the total number of judged is relatively high partly because quoting and reusing are popular in discussion forums.
Statistical Machine Translation of Queries: Several machine translation
tools were used to provide the noisy channels that we are investigating in this
paper. Our first translation engine was the open source tool Moses and Giza++ 5
that implements the statistical (or data-driven) approach using sentence-aligned
English and Chinese Sougo news articles corpus. Our alternative translations for
queries come from the BOLT project and the Google Translate tool. Our three
translated query sets are denoted as Qmos , Qbolt and Qgt . In total, we explore
4 types of instances of the 50 query topics, including 1 original query (English)
and 3 query translation instances (Chinese).
Other Open Source Tools: Indexes are created for both original CL2 and
translated CL1 corpora using Indri6 . We use a support vector machine (SVM) [4]
to classify when a query should use inter- or intra-PRF. Predictions are conducted using 10-fold cross validation. We extract linguistic features using the
tools built by the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group7 and Harbin
Institute of Technology 8 for Chinese NER.
Retrieval Setup: We evaluate the results using the top 1000 retrieved documents, and report mean average precision (MAP), precision@ 10 (P@10) and
normalized discounted cumulative gain@k (n@10). We use Dirichlet smoothing
with µ = 2500 and fix θ in Equation 1 as 0.8. PRF parameters are set to use
3

4
5
6
7
8

http://www.darpa.mil/Our_Work/I2O/Programs/Broad_Operational_Language_
Translation_(BOLT).aspx
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
http://www.statmt.org/moses/index.php?n=Main.HomePage
http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
http://nlp.stanford.edu/
http://ir.hit.edu.cn/ltp/
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top 10 documents and top 20 feedback terms. Note that these parameters can
be tuned to improve performance. In this paper, we only apply the selective
cross-lingual PRF approach to the Chinese side (i.e., the original corpus). This
is because relevance feedback can be less useful to the English side as the document translation quality is often poor due to the informal text.
4.2

Retrieval Experiments

In this section, we report retrieval performance of the proposed methods and
baselines. We compare our approach to two strong monolingual baseline approaches including SDM [20] and LCE [21]. We also consider two strong crosslingual retrieval methods that fuse two monolingual ranked lists produced using LCE. As shown in Equation 2, we implement CombSUM Csum (Q, D) and
CombMNZ Cmnz (Q, D) [17][28] with four kinds of revised score functions SR (·, ·).
These include raw similarity score, normalized raw score, logarithm of normalized raw score and rank-based score [18]. Cmnz (Q, D) revises Csum (Q, D) by
considering the binary existence of document DLi in top k retrieved documents,
where k is a parameter set to 500 in our experiments. w is set to 0.5 assuming
no prior knowledge on language side estimation.
Csum (Q, D) = wSR (QL1 , D) + w̄SR (QL2 , D)
X

Cmnz (Q, D) =
I(DLi ∈ {T opK} · Csum (Q, D)

(2)

Li

Recall that we have four groups of queries Qmos , Qbolt , Qgt and Qen . In addition to the proposed approach, we generate an oracle run by selecting intraor inter-PRF according to the true label m̂ of the query. The oracle run defines
an upper bound for the approach under these experimental settings. Note that,
SDM+P RFintra essentially implements LCE as discussed in Section 3.1. For English queries Qen , we report the performance only on SDM and SDM+P RFintra .
In this case, we are performing monolingual retrieval against English (L1 ).
Table 1 shows the retrieval results of the proposed approaches, where the best
performance for each query set is underlined 9 . For all translated query sets, the
classification-based retrieval models SDM+PRFsvm (rigid) and SDM+PRFpsvm
(probabilistic) consistently show significant improvements over the strong baselines SDM and/or SDM+PRFintra , and approach oracle performance.
The benefit of each technique investigated varies between different query
sets of different translation quality. We first quantify query translation quality
by manually assigning a tag of being good or poor. A query is labelled poor
when the assessor could not even guess the original intent of the translated
query. A query is labelled good when the original intent is partially or fully
preserved. Figure 3 shows that Google Translate Qgt outperforms Qbolt , and
Qbolt achieves better quality than Qmos . Note that better performance can be
tuned for Moses and Giza++ by considering different parameters. In Table 1, for
9

Oracle runs are not considered.
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Query Metric SDM PRFintra PRFinter PRFsvm PRFpsvm PRFora Cmnz Csum
Qmos

Qbolt

Qgt

Qen

MAP
P@10
n@10
MAP
P@10
n@10
MAP
P@10
n@10
MAP
P@10
n@10

.2155
.2860
.2780
.2827
.3200
.3219
.3419
.4100
.3960
.2284
.3200
.3005

.2330†
.3060†
.2977†
.2975
.3380
.3377
.3542
.4380†
.4274†
.2525†
.3340
.3154†

.2709†?
.3560†?
.3408†?
.3081†
.3760†?
.3627†?
.3540
.4320†
.4220†

.2721†?
.3580†?
.3412†?
.3150†?
.3760†?
.3778†?
.3602†
.4410†
.4303†

.2753†?
.3610†?
.3450†?
.3100†
.3800†?
.3792†?
.3612†?
.4500†?
.4303†

.2786†?
.3640†?
.3439†?
.3194†?
.3840†?
.3789†?
.3658†?
.4480†?
.4362†?

.2617
.3440
.3235
.3136
.3720
.3641
.3542
.4360
.4095

.2616
.3340
.3235
.3111
.3680
.3662
.3419
.4360
.4080

Table 1: Retrieval performance of the proposed and baseline methods. All
SDM+PRFi is abbreviated as PRFi . † and ? denote significant difference over
SDM and SDM+PRFintra with p < 0.05.

Qmos , the most poorly translated query set, the advantages of SDM+P RFinter
are clearly apparent. This validates our hypothesis that translations with poor
quality would benefit more from inter-PRF. For high quality translations such
as Qgt , intra-PRF is more effective than inter-PRF. For Qbolt , the performance
ordering resembles that of Qmos with smaller gap between inter- and intra-PRF.
The two rightmost columns of Table 1 report the retrieval performance for the
best result among the four scoring methods using CombSUM and CombMNZ.
While CombMNZ and CombSUM are strong benchmarks, the results show that
SDM+P RFpsvm significantly outperforms the fusion approaches in most cases.
Consistent with [18], CombMNZ slightly outperforms CombSUM and normalized
functions can be more effective than unnormalized or rank-based similarities.
4.3

Per-Query Retrieval Variation

One of the main purposes of this paper is to demonstrate how queries are influenced differently by different PRF techniques. Figure 4 shows the relative
performance gain of applying intra- or inter-PRF against a baseline method
SDM (y-axis) using a per-query basis (x-axis). That is, for each query in Qbolt ,
the y-axis displays either ∆inter or ∆intra as defined in Equation 3, where m(·)
computes the metric MAP. Figure 4 is sorted according to non-decreasing ∆inter .
∆i = m(SDM + P RFi ) − m(SDM ), i ∈ {inter, intra}

(3)

We observe, from Figure 4, that there is a small fraction of queries that receive negative feedback from inter- or intra-PRF (i.e., ∆inter < 0 or ∆inter < 0).
This can be because either the query is too hard or the translation is too poor.
On the other hand, queries can be improved using the two techniques at the
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−0.1
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21
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18
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44
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Qmos
Qbolt
Qgt
Avg

Relative MAP gain over SDM

same time, providing an explanation to why SDM+P RFpsvm may outperform
SDM+P RForacle in some cases. More importantly, the trends of ∆inter and
∆intra often intersect each other across the query set, indicating proper integration of inter- and intra-PRF can result in overall optimized performance as
previously shown in Table 1.

Fig. 3: Translation quality (number of
poor or good query instances) for different query sets.

4.4

Query Topic Number

Fig. 4: Relative MAP gain of crosslingual PRF techniques over SDM for
each Qbolt query.

Combining Inter- and Intra-PRF

We now explore the effects of combining inter- and intra-PRF using linear weighting. Figure 5 shows the retrieval performance based on our original weighted retrieval model (Equation 1). We vary the weight φintra for intra-PRF from 0 to 1
by steps of 0.05, and φinter = 1 − φintra . Note that the weight configurations are
fixed across all queries, as opposed to the prediction framework where the PRF
class for each query would be rigidly or probabilistically selected. For all three
types of translated query sets, we observe a general trend that over-weighting
φintra results in decreased retrieval performance. For Qmos , we find the performance negatively correlates with the increase of φintra , indicating that inter-PRF
outperforms intra-PRF consistently for queries of poor translation quality. For
Qgt , the increase of φintra initially improves retrieval effectiveness. The peak
performance is reached around φintra ∼
= 0.3 and further increase of φintra results
in performance drop. The performance trend for Qbolt is similar to Qmos .

5

Conclusions

We investigate the task of CLIR on a large collection of forum posts. The translation noise is increased by informal text used in discussion forums. We consider
two types of PRF for CLIR and propose a solution that selects between interand intra-PRF on a per-query basis. Experimental results show that the selective
cross-lingual PRF approach significantly improves the performance over strong
monolingual and cross-lingual baselines. We find that queries with poor translation quality benefit most from inter-PRF as document translation is more reliable
in such cases. Intra-PRF is more useful for queries with good query translation
accuracy as it reduces the impact of any translation error in documents.
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Fig. 5: Retrieval performance for weighted combination of inter- and intra-PRF.

In future work, we are interested in investigating other types of queries and
other techniques for CLIR. We also consider the potential of integrating thread
information in the discussion forum for better smoothing.
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